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Here’s Some Other Important Information:

GIFT CERTIFICATES: Available in any denomination.  No extra cost! No expiration! 
     

CONSIGNMENT - PEN PURCHASES: We usually accept a small number of consignments.  Ask about

consignment rates (we reserve the right to turn down consignments), or see the website for details.  We are also always
looking to purchase one pen or entire collections.
     

ABBREVIATIONS:
    

        Mint   - No sign of use             Fine   - Used, parts show wear
Near Mint  - Slightest signs of use            Good  - Well used, imprints may be almost
 Excellent  -  Imprints good, writes well, looks great  gone, plating wear

                   Fine+  -  One of the following: some brassing,             Fair  - A parts pen
                                     some darkening, or some wear
            ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LF     - Lever Filler         HR     - Hard Rubber
PF     - Plunger Filler (ie. Sheaffer)                 BCHR     - Black Chased Hard Rubber
PIF    - Piston Filler (ie. Montblanc)    RMHR     - Red Mottled (Red & Black) Hard Rubber
PK     - Push Knob Filler (Montblanc)         CF     - Cartridge Filler
GPT  - Gold Plated Trim                     ED      - Eyedropper Filler
GFT  - Gold Filled Trim                    CPT      - Chrome Plated Trim

 BF     - Button Filler      NPT      - Nickel Plated Trim
CRF  - Crescent Filler (ie. Conklin)        

     

RETURN PRIVILEGES, POSTAGE and WARRANTEES (see website for complete information):
    
You have five (5) days from receipt of a pen to return it for any reason.  All pens are restored unless specifically noted in
the description.  Postage & Insurance are additional.  All pens are shipped insured.  For shipments in the US we prefer
USPS, and outside the US we prefer Express Mail International.  We will of course use other shippers at customer
request.

Generally, our pens are warranted for 90 days.  Unfortunately, we sometimes cannot restore some modern pens (post-
1970) due to lack of parts or inaccessibility to the mechanisms (many modern pen companies manufacturer their pens
with the plan that no restoration will ever be done). If we can’t restore the pen, you may still have some recourse through
the manufacturer or distributor. We can provide contact information for you on request. Thank you for your understanding.
    

NIBS: Note: A Semi-Flex nib will flex with moderate pressure.  A light hand will see no line variation.
    
When reading item descriptions, please assume each nib is original for its pen, and is 14K gold, unless otherwise noted. 
    

******************************************************************************************

Check out our Website - www.gopens.com

See our website for: 

~Catalog photos in color, plus a downloadable color copy you can print at home.
~Information about our book “Waterman Past & Present - The First Six Decades”

~Protective Shipping & Storage tubes.
~White Slotted Storage boxes.
~Glass Covered Storage/Display Boxes.
~Slotted Trays for chests, boxes and drawers.
~Subscription information.
~Historical Catalogs for reference.
~Information on our Warrantees.
~Our Privacy Policy.
~Secure Credit Card Submission.
~Customer Feedback.
~And more...



Extraordinary Pens

1 Aurora 1930 Duplex Large lever-fill in Jade with Black ends. The "Duplex" was Aurora's first celluloid pen. A “Duofold”
look-a-like, made in the very early years of Aurora, when their design was highly influenced by US pens. This
is one of the rarer models, with its repousse clip having a floral filigree design and 3 cap bands. Medium,
flexible nib. Slightest tinge of ambering, otherwise near mint+.

$2000

2 Colorado 1945 Double-barreled, double nibbed PIF in Silver Laminated with "scissor" barrel configuration. NPT. Incredible
pen, almost never found in this condition. Shown open. The scissor "swivel" allows the user to fill each of the
two reservoirs separately. Medium nibs. Near mint+ (could be new-old-stock).

$6500

3 Ford 1932 “Patent Pen” Large plunger-fill in RMHR. Extremely rare! An unusual pen with a unique filling mechanism!
The barrel unscrews and removes to access the ink with it's cork gasket. The pen fills on the pull stroke and
a sliding seal moves out of the way on the push stroke so the ink doesn't expel. Medium nib, with a tad of
flex. Med, flex nib. New-old-stock. Mint.  The largest model made. You’ll never find a nicer example!

$3500

4 Montblanc 1914 2F Rouge et Noir Safety eyedropper-fill in Black Hard Rubber. Very early Montblanc, with the red star.
Original, signed “Montblanc” accommodation clip. Cap imprint: “Rouge et Noir.” Barrel imprint: “Rouge et
Noir” (in a semi circle) [Star Logo] Original Patent Appl.” Nib imprinted: “Simplo 2 14K.” Medium, italic, extra-
flexible nib. Some barrel imprint wear, mostly to the star logo, the remainder fully readable. Otherwise near
mint. Unrestored.

$2500

5 Montblanc 1936 L129 Push-knob fill in Black. One of the rarest Montblancs. Less than a dozen known to exist (perhaps less
than 10). The two outer cap bands are sterling silver, otherwise GFT. 2-tone, medium nib. Near mint+ 

$8500

6 Montblanc 1939 139 Meisterstuck PIF in Black Celluloid. Rare, long window with almost perfect pinstriping. GFT. Outer bands
in sterling silver. Double-broad, italic, slightly oblique, wartime, alloy nib (gold, iridium, ruthenium). Many find
the alloy nibs write even smoother than the gold nibs. Flat feed. Imprints and knurling are perfect. Near mint.

$3000

7 Omas 1930 “Extra” BF in Black with Ivory Veins. All the Parker Duofolds being imported into Italy were selling as fast as
they could get them, so pens Omas manufactured at the time looked like the Duofold). Came in three sizes,
this one the largest. GFT. Fine, triple-flex nib. Fitted with a silicon sac. Near mint+ (could be new-old-stock). 

$3900

8
9

Montblanc 1950 244 PIF set in Grey Striated. GFT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original silk lined form-fitted box.
You’ll never find a nicer set! Button-activated repeater Pix Pencil for above set.

$2000



10 Parker 1947 51 Vacumatic-fill in Nassau Green with 14K “Scalloped” (Barley) cap. Very rare color and a rare cap! Medium
nib. Near mint, with deep and crisp barrel imprint.

$2000

11 Pelikan 1933 110 PIF in White Rolled Gold-filled cap & barrel (very rare). Green celluloid visualated window. Medium/fine
nib. Very minor box wear here & there, otherwise new-old-stock, mint in original form fitted box.

$2700

12 Pelikan 1931 T111 Toledo PIF in 24K gold-plated sleeve with etched pelikans surrounded by fine tooling. This is the
original – not one of the modern reproductions! [Martin Lehman, author of the Pelikan book, describes the
process of making the binde: the motifs of the body were carved into a relief by using a corrosive method,
deep parts were then burnished, distinguished motifs were gold-plated and parts of the line drawings were
then re-engraved by hand.] Black hard rubber cap with etched clip (used only on this model) and knurled cap
bands (also unique to this model). Amber celluloid barrel. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original form-fitted
box. This pen is thought of as the “holy grail” of vintage Pelikans

$6500

13 Waterman 1899 Model 222 Taper Cap eyedropper-fill in BHR. Barrel with Sterling Silver “Chased” (Snail) overlay. Cap with
1884 patent dates. Extremely rare and beautiful! Medium, extra-flexible, italic nib. Near mint++.

$1500

14 Waterman 1905 “20" eyedropper-fill in Chased Black Hard Rubber. Early, slip-cap model. During the second and third decade
of the 1900s, pen companies competed to offer oversized pens. This is a wonderful example of Waterman’s
largest pen. USA made pen with Canadian made nib (fine, semi-flexible). Has been filled (probably 100+
years ago), otherwise new-old-stock, mint with deep, crisp chasing and imprints.

$2300

15 Waterman 1917 Model (05)42 “Continental Safety” eyedropper-fill in BHR with open filigree repousse large floral panel design.
“Barley” panels separate the three floral patterns. The metal appears to be Vermeil (gold-filled on Sterling
Silver), based on seeing a few small spots where the gold-fill has worn off, exposing silver underneath. Cap,
with floral filigree crown & smooth clip. Extra-fine nib. Signs of ink in the barrel and cap, otherwise near mint+

$1200

16 Waterman 1917 Model (05)42 “Continental Safety” eyedropper-fill in BHR with the famous “Pompeiano” overlay depicting
images of 3 different semi-clad Greek Goddesses in Archways. Intricate Floral & Vine cap, cap top and clip
design. Looks like "bas relief," but is really complex guilloche engraving. Cap indicia engraved, “CV.” Double-
broad nib. Signs of ink in the barrel and cap, otherwise near mint+. Unrestored.

$3500

17 Zerollo/John
Dunhill

1932 “Two Pen” Matchstick-fill in Black Chased “Spiral” hard Rubber. Clip imprinted “D.D. Zerollo.” Nibs signed
“John Dunhill” who had the marketing license for the English speaking market. Produced in two sizes, this is
the larger size. GFT. The cap top unscrews to reveal the matchstick filler. Two ink reservoirs, one for each
nib. Turn the bottom knob to propel and repel the nibs. Medium nibs. Extremely rare! Near mint++.

$5000



Montblanc Limited and Special Edition Pens - Mint in original Box

18 Montblanc 1993 Oscar Wilde LE PIF in Black & Pearl with Black cap. GPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with all papers outer box and white outer sleeve. 

$900

19 Montblanc 1994 Agatha Christie Ball Pen LE in Black with sterling silver trim and "snake" clip with red eyes (genuine rubies).
A tribute to this famous author. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with all papers outer box and white outer
sleeve. 

$750

20 Montblanc 1995 Voltaire twist-activated Ball Point in Black. GFT, including the repousse cap top. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers and outer box. Buy with either pen below at $350..

$400

21 Montblanc 1995 Voltaire LE PIF in Black with GFT including the cap-top. Medium nib. New-old-stock, mint in box with papers,
outer box and outer sleeve. Service Certificate LE # changed, most likely by the Montblanc Boutique which
sold it, to match the pen number. Two available, the second with International Reply Card but without Service
Certificate or outer sleeve, @ $900.  Buy with pencil above at discount shown.

$1250

22 Montblanc 1996 Alexandre Dumas LE PIF in Green & Ivory with inlaid GF vertical bars. Father’s signature. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box with barrel nib size label, papers and outer box. Two available: (1) Fine nib; (1) Broad nib
(no outer sleeve).

$1100

23 Montblanc 1997 Dostoevsky LF PIF in Black Chased. Visualated barrel. GPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with papers, outer box and outer sleeve. Two available: (1) Medium nib; (2) Broad nib - with original barrel nib
size label.

$800

24 Montblanc 1998 Edgar Allen Poe LE PIF in Blue Marble. GFT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers,
outer box and outer sleeve.

$900

25 Montblanc 1999 Marcel Proust LE PIF in Octagonal Sterling Silver with engine-turned designs. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box with barrel nib size label, papers, outer box & outer sleeve. Two available (1) Broad nib; (1) Medium nib.

$2000

26 Montblanc 2000 Friedrich Schiller LE PIF in Black with Brown Pearl cap. GFT. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with papers and outer box.

$700

27 Montblanc 2001 Charles Dickens LE PIF in Dark Grey with Fluted Sterling Silver cap. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with
papers, outer box and outer sleeve. Two available: (1) Fine nib; (1) Medium nib. 

$775



28 Montblanc 2002 F. Scott Fitzgerald LE PIF in Pearl with Black cap. Sterling Silver bands and CP clip. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers, outer box and outer sleeve. Two available (1) Fine nib; (1) Broad nib - with original
barrel nib size label.

$800

29 Montblanc 2006 Virginia Woolf LE PIF in Black Ringed.. GFT. Red jewel in clip.  Broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with barrel nib size label, papers outer box and outer sleeve. Two available: (1) Medium nib; (1) Broad nib.

$650

30 Montblanc 2004 Franz Kafka LE PIF in Translucent Red. Barrel tapers to four sides. Sterling Silver trim. New-old-stock. Mint
in original box with papers, outer box and outer sleeve. Two available: (1) Fine nib; (1) Broad nib.

$900

31 Montblanc 2007 William Faulkner LE PIF in Grey Pearl with Platinum-plate barrel overlay and trim. Broad nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box with barrel nib size label, papers and outer box.

$675

32 Montblanc 2009 Thomas Mann LE PIF in Multi-layered Platinum inlay on Black Lacquer. Medium nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with barrel nib size label, papers, outer box and outer sleeve.

$900

33 Montblanc 2012 Jonathan Swift LF PIF in Black Lacquer and Precious Resin. Triangular shaped cap. Platinum-plate trim and
inlaid design in the barrel.  Broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with barrel nib size label, papers,
outer box and outer sleeve.

$700

34 Montblanc 2013 Honore de Balzac LE PIF in Black with Grey Pinstriped Lacquer barrel. Platinum and GP trim. Fine nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in original box with barrel nib size label, papers and outer box.

$800

35 Montblanc 2014 John F. Kennedy Special Edition #05675/10000 in Dark Blue. CPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with barrel nib size label, papers and outer sleeve. Bottle of Montblanc “JFK Ink” included. 

$800

36 Montblanc 2014 Daniel Defoe LE PI in Brown & Black Veined. Rhodium-plate trim, including the wide cap and turning knob
guilloche bands. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with barrel nib size label, papers and outer
box.

$800

37 Montblanc 2016 Rouge et Noir Special Edition Heritage Collection PIF in Coral. Snake clip with Green Jeweled Eyes. Medium
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with barrel nib size label, papers, outer box and outer sleeve.

$500



More Limited and Special Editions - Mint in Box

38 Classic/
Bexley

2008 Bexley Tea Time LE #07/51 cartridge/converter-fill in Coral with Black cap and barrel end. Sold by Classic
Pens. GPT. 2-tone 1.2mm stub nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers, outer box and converter.

$300

39 Conway
Stewart

1998 58 Ball Pen LE # 03/131 in Blue Tiffany (Blue, Pink & Light Green with black borders creating a “stained
glass” pattern.  Very attractive! GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers.  

$250

40 Conway
Stewart

2008 100 Doctor Pen LE # 32/50 PIF in Black Chased Ebonite (hard rubber). Sterling Silver trim. Wide cap band
with engraved caduceus. 2-tone, 18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers and outer box. 

$750

41 Delta 2009 Evolution BF LE #329/809 in Black with Sterling Silver rings. SST. 18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
box with papers, ink and outer box. 

$450

42 Marlen 2010 “Prosperity” XXIc Special Edition BF in Black with Sterling Silver overlay. Overlay design is “Wheat Stalks,”
(may be hand engraved). 18K broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers & outer box.  Date approx.

$250

43 Lominchay 2008 Beijing Olympic Games LE #338/2008 cartridge/converter-fill in Cardinal with black end, black cap with
cardinal cabochon. CPT. 2-tone, 18K medium nib. Mint in box with papers, converter and outer box. 

$225

44 Montblanc 1995 Voltaire PIF LE #02265/2000 in Black. Vermeil (GP on Sterling Silver) trim, including the chased cap band
and cap-top. Visualated barrel. Double-broad 18K nib. New-old-stock. Mint with booklet. No box.

$450

45 Nettuno 1996 Supurba BF LE #462/911 in Green & Bronze. GPT, including the wide “checkerboard” center cap band. 
Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers and outer box. 

$425

46 Nettuno 1999 Idra Aerometric-fill LE #083/511 in Green & Bronze. GPT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with
papers and outer box. 

$400

47 Pelikan 2003 M605 Special Edition PIF in Dark Blue. CPT. Visualated barrel. 2-tone, medinib. New-old-stock. Mint in box. $500

48 Stipula 1992 Pinender Special Edition #493 Leonardo PIF in Black Ebonite (hard rubber). Solid Gold trim. Clip with green
cabochon. 18K medium/broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in wooden box with pouch, “parchment” document
and outer box.

$225



49 Stipula 1998 Novecento LE #1014 PIF in Woodgrain Ebonite (hard rubber). Sterling Silver trim. Broad nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box with papers, outer box &original sales receipt (Joon - $420).. 

$225

50 Stipula 1988 Baracca Aerometric-fill LE #234/888 in BHR with Sterling Silver Trim. Cap with a griffin & horse logo, similar
to the Ferrari Logo. The barrel unscrews at the center to access the filling mechanism.18K broad nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in cylindrical box wrapped in an Italian flag, papers, a protective cloth wrap and outer box.

$350

51 Stipula 2001 Etruria PIF LE #1672 in Amber (Red and Bronze). ). Vermeil trim (GP on Sterling Silver). 2-tone, 18K 1.3mm
factory stub nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and outer box. 

$400

52 Visconti 1995 Wall Street LE #042/4000 Plunger (Power) fill in Green Laminated. Sterling silver cap band imprinted “Wall
Street.”. 2-tone, 18K broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers, ink bottle and outer box.

$450

53 Stipula 2011 Etruria 991 PIF LE #459/991 in Brown celluloid, streaked with dark and light tones of brown and
mother-of-pearl highlights. Sterling Silver trim. Wide, repousse band. 2-tone 18K factory 1.3mm stub nib. 
New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers, ink bottle and outer box.

$500

54 Visconti 2009 R.M.S. Titanic LE #44/1912 Plunger-fill in Blue & Bronze (Turquoise). Visualated barrel. GFT. 2-tone, 18K
broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers and outer box.

$750

55 Waterman 2004 Serenite cartridge/converter-fill in Black #05526 with 18K nib. Solid Silver trim. Broad, “L” nib (in France “L”
was used instead of “B”). New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer box, papers and converter.

$800

Limited Editions - Mint, No Box

56 Bexley 2007 Owner’s Club LE #105/114 FTN cartridge/converter-fill in Woodgrain Hard Rubber. GPT, including (9) nine
accent rings. Rollerball clip. 2-tone, 18K fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint. List price $795.

$350

57 Delta 2006 Planet Collection Polar White LE #2057 cartridge/converter-fill in Black with Ivory Pearl cap. 18K medium
nib. Platinum-plate trim. New-old-stock. Mint. Converter included.

$150

58 Delta 2006 Planet Collection Polar White Rollerball LE #2058 in Black with Ivory Pearl cap. New-old-stock. Mint. $125

59 Stipula 2000 Novecento Saturno LE #005/100 Crescent-fill in Olive Green Woodgrain Ebonite. Sterling silver trim. 2-tone,
18K medium nib.  New-old-stock. Mint.

450

60 Tiffany 2010 Elsa Peretti special edition (only 25 made) twist-activated Ball Pen in 18K solid Gold. Uses Cross refills (one
included). Several surface scratches, but none significant. List price $2794.95!  Our price, only 35% of List.

$900



Vintage Desk Sets - Mint in Box

61 Parker 1930 Lucky Curve BF Desk Set. 2.5" x 4" in gold washed metal with convex rounded corners & beveled floral edge. Top of base with
rectangular green enamel  encircling a floral motif on a white background. Black pen with Coral Moire taper, highlighting the
color of the floral design. Medium/fine, extra-flexible nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in form fitted box, covered with geometric swirls.

$575

62 Parker 1960 Ball Pen Desk Set in “Cold Steel.” 4" round with 6 equally spaced “teeth” around the circumference. Top of base imprinted
“Cold Extrusion by Verson.” Verson, founded in 1910, built machine tools and sheet metal presses in Chicago,. Black trumpet 
signed “PARKER” and black ball pen. New-old-stock. Mint in original box (some wear). Custom made advertising specialty. 

$50

63 Parker 1923 Duofold Sr. BF Desk Set in Black Glass 6" x 4". Has groove pen rest. BHR Trumpet. RHR pen with rare “medium” size imprint
(second year of production). Desk base, new-old-stock. Mint in form fitted box. Pen with some imprint wear (fully readable).

$350

64 Parker 1934 Parkette Desk Set LF. 3.5" x 4" Onyx base with bezel around the top edge and inset corners. Black trumpet. Pen is Silver
Pearl Marble with Red Veins and Black taper. Fine nib. Base and pen are both new-old-stock, mint. Base in form-filled box.

$175

65 Parker 1950 45 “Whitefriars” convertible Ballpen/Fountain Pen Desk Set. 6" round, deep Blue glass tray, Comes with Parker 45 Pen and
Ballpen. One barrel, one tapered barrel, one cap. User can put either the fountain pen or the ballpen into the trumpet, and use
the cap and regular barrel on the other. Magnetic trumpet in the center, still with chalk marks. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
form-fitted box (a little threadbare on the outside). Ball Pen refill and Fountain Pen converter both included.

$200

66 Parker 1930 Lucky Curve BF Desk Set. 2.25" octagonal black glass. GF metal, width of one side, from top to bottom, with trumpet in the
middle. GFT. Black Hard Rubber pen with Yellow taper. New-old-stock. Mint in wonderful form-fitted brown Bakelite box.

$350

67 Omas 1936 Extra Desk Set 10" x 6" in Green Tinted Glass. With oval recess for clips, stamps, etc. Large fitted inkwell. PIF pen with
visualated barrel. 18K medium nib. Strikingly exquisite! New-old-stock. Mint in form fitted box with papers (some wear to box). 

$500

68 Pelikan 1937 100Nf Desk Pen in Black. GFT. Celluloid barrel with amber visualated barrel. Rare model from Pelikan’s Italian plant with
integrated barrel binde (as opposed to a separate sleeve). Broad, right-oblique (shaped like left foot) nib. Scratches to the
visualated barrel window. Rare early Black Bakelite Desk Base with original box. Pen comes with reproduction box.

$550

69 Pelikan 1937 100Nf Desk Pen in Green Pearl. GFT. Celluloid barrel with amber visualated barrel. Rare model from Pelikan’s Italian plant
with integrated barrel binde (as opposed to a separate sleeve). Fine, semi-flexible nib. A few minor scratches to the visualated
barrel window, otherwise near mint. Rare early Black Bakelite Desk Base. Pen comes with reproduction box.

$500

70 Pelikan 1950 100Nf Desk Pen in Grey Marble (very rare). GFT. Acrylic barrel with green visualated barrel. Rare model from Pelikan’s Italian
plant with integrated barrel binde (as opposed to a separate sleeve). Double-broad, oblique nib (shaped like left foot). New-old-
stock. Mint. Extremely rare, early Brown and Bronze Bakelite Desk Base. Pen comes with reproduction box.

$650

71 Montblanc 1954 Model 204 Desk Set 3" x 4" black glass, half oval shaped, sloping from middle too both the front and the back. PIF pen with
original nib size barrel label, hooded nib and visualated barrel. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in form fitted box.

$300



A Page of Parker 51 Mint in the Box

72 Parker 1941 1st Year 51 Vacumatic-fill set in Cedar Blue with Brushed Lustraloy (stainless Steel ) cap with GF
“Wedding Band” cap. Speedline aluminum filled. Double-jeweled (aluminum jewels, used only on
the 1st year models). Medium nib. New-old-stock. Near mint+ in original box.

$900

73 Parker 1941 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

74 Parker 1943 51 Aerometric-fill Demi set in Forest Green (rare) with Brushed Lustraloy (stainless steel) caps.
Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. 

$200

75 Parker 1943 Cap-activated repeater Pencil for above set. Set

76 Parker 1945 51 Vacumatic-fill set in Black with smooth 14K Solid Gold caps. Double-jeweled. Extra-
fine/needlepoint nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$1400

77 Parker 1945 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

78 Parker 1948 51 Vacumatic-fill Demonstrator in Clear Acrylic. Brushed Lustraloy (Stainless Steel) cap. Fine
nib. New-old-stock. Some wear to the barrel imprint, otherwise mint, in original box with outer
sleeve.

$600

79 Parker 1947 51 Vacumatic-fill set in Cordovan Brown with 1/10 16K gold-filled “Fully Pinstriped” caps. Fine
nib. Tiny amount of brassing to the cap lip, otherwise mint in original box with original barrel
labels (not fully readable).

$600

80 Parker 1947 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

81 Parker 1948 51 Vacumatic-fill set in Black. 1/10 14K GF caps in the alternating 9 pinstriped & plain panels
pattern. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$225

82 Parker 1948 Twist-activated Pencil for above set. Set



A Page of Vintage Pelikans - Mint in the Box

83 Pelikan 1933 111 PIF in 14K Solid Gold alternating engine-turned, pinstripe and plain panels. Black Hard
Rubber cap. Green celluloid visualated barrel. GFT. Fine, flexible nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with instructions.

$1100

84 Pelikan 1936 100 PIF in Green Pearl. GFT. Amber visualated barrel. Fine-flexible nib. New-old-stock. Near
mint in original box. 

$400

85 Pelikan 1939 101N PIF Set in Tortoise with red rubber turning knob and inner cap. Amber celluloid visualated
window. GFT. Fine, flexible nib. Near mint in original signed red alligator leather pocket carrying
case. Repeater pencil

$1300

86 Parker 1939 Repeater pencil for above set.

87
88

Pelikan 1942 100N PIF set in Grey Marble (rare). Green acrylic visualated barrel. Medium, semi-flex nib. User
grade: cap band brassing; barrel window scuffs. Black leather zipper pouch. Repeater pencil.

$600

89 Pelikan 1950 101N PIF in Tortoise with red plastic turning-knob and inner cap. Green acrylic visualated
window. GFT. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$1300

90 Pelikan 1950 500 PIF set in Brown Striped (rare). Double rolled-gold (gold-filled) pinstriped cap. Visualated
barrel. Medium nib. Some distress at the cap lip, visible with a loop, and to the clip washer,
otherwise new-old-stock in original Pelikan brown leather zipper case.

$500

91 Pelikan 1950 Repeater Pencil for above set. A tad of brassing to the cap lip Set

92
93

Pelikan 1956 400NN PIF set in Brown Striped. GFT. Visualated barrel. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with
original nib size label on pen barrel (OB). Repeater Pencil.

$400

94 Pelikan 1960 Lady Millerighe Ballpen in Sterling Silver, made for the Italian Market (signed “Pelikan Argento
925). Pinstriped, with periodic small waves. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with signed
Pelikan leather pouch, cancelled Italian stamps and outer sleeve. Manufactured 1960 to 1962. 

$75



Mint in Box Pens & Pencils - Listed by Price - $10 to $145

95 Cross 2000 Ball Pen Model 3502 Twist-activated in Gold-filled Pinstriped. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with outer sleeve. Refill included.

$10

96 Warner
Brothers

2000 Wylie Coyote Rollerball in Green Lacque on brass. GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.
Refill included. A wonderful present for any child or adult who enjoys Roadrunner cartoons. If
only it were made by ACME!

$15

97 Autopoint 1945 Two-Color double-ended twist-activated propel Pencil (Blue & Black) in Black Faceted. NP clip.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$20

98 Tombow 2012 “Object” Rollerball in Black Matte. Made from lightweight aluminum. Uses waterproof, fast drying
pigment ink. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers. Refill included.

$20

99
99A

Sheaffer 1969 “Fashion” Ball Pen - Pencil Set in Brushed Chrome with knurled front ends. New-old-stock. Mint
in original box with outer sleeve. Refill included. Cap-activated repeater pencil.

$20

100
101

Styb 2010 Ball Pen - Pencil set in Black Plastic. GPT. Both cap-activated. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box with guarantee and outer sleeve. Uses Parker refills. Refill included.

$20

102 Monteverde 2010 Charisma 8-sided “Convertible 3" combination Rollerball - Ballpen - Gel Roller in Brown Ripple.
The factory included Gel refill is still working perfectly. The factory included ball pen and rollerball
refills have dried out, otherwise mint in box with all components and outer box.

$20

103 Cross 2000 Ball Pen Model 6602 Twist-activated in 12K gold-filled Pinstriped. New-old-stock. Mint in box with
outer sleeve. Refill included.

$25

104 Clip Art 1995 “Will Trade Pen For Food” twist-activated ball pen. That’s what’s on the clip which sticks out of
your pocket. The barrel is adorned with subdued color shopping carts. “Clip Art” pens were short
lived and rare today. Uses Parker refill (included). What could be more perfect for the pen
collector as an extra gift or stocking stuffer!?! New-old-stock. Mint in original packaging.

$25



105 Cross 2000 Ladies Model 3442 Ballpen in Black Matte. GPT, including the center floral band. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box with leather carrying pouch and papers. Refill included.

$25

106 Pilot 1955 “ST” cartridge/converter-fill full-length ring-top in Polished Chrome. Cylindrical shaped with GPT.
Ring and chain on the top of the cap. Medium nib (gold-plate). New-old-stock. Mint in box.
Converter included.

$30

107
108

Cross 2000 Classic 2501 Ball Pen - Pencil set in Black Matte. GPT. Clips have the emblem for “USA
Network.” New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers and outer sleeve. Refill included. Twist-
activated pencil.

$30

109 Pelikan 1970 Model 502 2-Color Ball Pen in Double rolled-gold (gold-filled). Twist-operated. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box with papers and outer sleeve. A rare ballpen!

$75

110 Sheaffer 1961 Imperial III Touchdown-fill in Burgundy. The Imperial I has a hooded nib and matching color sac
protector tube. The Imperial II has a stainless steel cap, clip and short cylindrical nib. The
Imperial III has a matching plastic cap, GFT and a 14K short cylindrical nib. The Imperial IV has
an inlaid nib (similar to a PFM). Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with original chalk marks
(decal) on barrel.

$85

111 Lamy 2015 2000 PIF in Black Matte fibreglass reinforced Makrolon. Visualated barrel. Medium nib. New-old-
stock. Mint in original box with papers and outer sleeve.

$100

112 Recife 2010 Modele Depose Demonstrator cartridge/converter-fill in Clear Acrylic. GFT.  Fine nib. New-old-
stock. Mint in original box. Converter included. Date approximate (let me know if you have better
information).

$125

113 Pilot 2005 Profit 1911 cartridge/converter-fill in Blue Streamlined. GFT. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box
with original papers and outer sleeve. Converter included.

$135

114 Montblanc 1985 Quickpen SL Noblesse Rollerball in Matte Stainless Steel. Comes with three brand new Private
Reserve compatible refills - two Black and one Blue (the original MB refills were dried out from
age). New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer plastic sleeve.

$145



Mint in Box Pens & Pencils - Listed by Price - $150 to $300

115 Parker 2002 Twist-activated repeater pencil for below set. Set

116 Parker 2002 Sonnet Lacque Fountain Pen/Pencil set cartridge/converter-fill in Black Lacque. CPT. Medium
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with hanging clip labels and papers.

$150

117 Conway
Stewart

1951 570 Dinkie LF in Green Pearltex. GFT. Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with
instructions.

$150

118 C’ Stewart 1951 550 Dinkie LF in Green Pearl with Bronze Veins. GFT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box. $150

119 C’ Stewart 1938 Model 15 LF set in Green Pearl with Black Veins. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box. $150

120 C’ Stewart 1938 Twist-activated Pencil for above set. Set

121 Montblanc 1975 Carrera 4-color Ball Pen - Single Color Ball Pen set in Matte Black. Chrome trim. New-old-stock.
Mint in original box with outer sleeve. Refills included.

$150

122 Montblanc 1975 Button-activated Ball Pen (single-color) for above set. Set

123 Sheaffer 1949 Sentinel Tuckaway Touchdown-fill set  in Persian Blue. GFT. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
box.

$150

124 Sheaffer 1949 Twist-activated Pencil for above set. Set

125 Sheaffer 1985 “Regency” Targa cartridge/converter-fill in Brass and Lacquer finish with black and gold colored
stripes. 23K GP trim. Medium nib. New-old-stock Mint in original box with converter.

$150



127 Sheaffer 1990 Geometric Targa #1007 twist-activated Pencil for below set. Set

126 Sheaffer 1990 Geometric Targa #1007 cartridge/converter-fill set in polished Gold-plate. Medium nib. New-old-
stock. Mint in original box with papers and converter.

$150

128 Sheaffer 2010 Valor cartridge/converter-fill in Black. GPT. Nice design, with it’s slanted cap top. Medium/fine
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and converter.

$150

129 Pilot 2010 Profit 1911 Standard Gold Edition cartridge/converter-fill in Black streamlined. GPT. Triple-broad
stub, italic nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers. Converter included.

$160

130 Namiki 2004 Elabo/Falcon 60152 Cartridge/converter-fill in Black. GPT. “Falcon” nib factory stamped “SF” for
“Soft-Fine” (very rare). New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers. Converter included. Inside of box
has some ink stains.

$165

131 Pilot 2005 Profit 1911 in Yellow with black ends. GPT. Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.
Cartridge and converter both included.

$175

132 Edison 2013 Beaumont Touchdown-fill in Blue & Gold Striated and Black ends. GPT. 2-tone, fine nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in original box with original sales receipt.

$175

133 Stipula 2009 La 91 cartridge/converter-fill in Yellow Pearl Marble. Turn the barrel ring to open the port at the
top of the pen, then push and pull the ring upwards (where it locks) or downwards to propel and
repel the nib. Unscrew the bottom knob to access the filler. Titanium nib (medium, semi-flexible).
New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Cartridge included. Shown with nib propelled.

$175

134 Montegrappa 2015 Fortuna Skull cartridge/converter-fill in Black resin with small laser etched skulls covering the
entire barrel. Cap with Black palladium band and a large skull engraved on back, with one tooth
in black Zirconium crystal. Black stainless steel broad nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with papers, converter and outer box. Any pirate lovers out there!?!

$175

135 Aurora 2010 Optima Mini PIF in Burgundy Aurloide. Black ends. CPT. Visualated barrel. Medium/broad nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$175



136
137

Wahl
Eversharp

1945 Skyline Thrift Jr. LF set in Grey. Rare model, size and color! GFT. Medium nib. New-old-stock.
Mint in box. Repeater pencil. 

$175

138 Parker 2004 Jotter Jubilee Ball Pen in Saffron Yellow with Sterling Silver cap and “Night & Day” barrel
Overlay. New-old-stock. Mint in box with refill, papers and outer box.

$175

139 Montblanc 1957 Monta Rosa 042G in Black. GFT, including the serrated cap band. Visualated barrel. Extra-fine
nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in original box with original barrel nib-size label and instructions.

$175

140 Montblanc 1955 32 PIF in Black. GFT. Visualated barrel. Hooded nib (fine). New-old-stock. Mint in form-fitted box. $185

141 S. T. Dupont 2010 Olympio Diamant Rollerball in Palladium and Purple Lacquer.  New-old-stock. Mint in box with
papers, refill and outer box.

$200

142 Pilot 2009 Custom 823 Plunger-fill in Amber Translucent. Medium nib. GPT. New-old-stock. Mint in box with
papers and outer sleeve (ink bottle missing from the box).

$200

143 Marlen 1997 Maccvs Business PIF in Green & Black Ebonite (hard rubber). Sterling Silver trim, including the
repousse cap band. 2-tone, 18K broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers and outer
box.

$200

144 Parker 2005 100 GT cartridge/converter-fill in Diamond Blue and brushed Gold-plate cap. GPT. Double-broad
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers, converter and outer box.

$200

145 Parker 1974 75 Cicele Sterling Silver cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver Crosshatch. GFT. “66" (medium)
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer sleeve. Two available: (1) Medium nib; (2)
Extra-fine nib.

$200

146 Montblanc 1957 Monta Rosa 042G in Burgundy (rare color). GFT, including the serrated cap band. Visualated
barrel. Extra-fine nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in original box with original barrel nib-size label and
instructions.

$225



147 Montblanc 1957 Monta Rosa 042G in Green (rare). GFT, including the serrated cap band. Visualated barrel. Fine
nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in original box with original barrel nib-size label and instructions.

$225

148 Sailor 2009 Realo 1911 PIF in Black. GPT. Visualated Barrel. 21K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers & outer sleeve. List price $750. Originally purchased from Classic Pens.

$225

149 Montegrappa 2007 Symphony 1912 Octagonal cartridge/converter-fill in Ivory. Sterling Silver trim. The cap screws
onto both the top and bottom of the barrel. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers, book,
pouch, converter, cartridge and outer box.

$225

150 Montblanc 2010 Mozart Mini 114 cartridge/converter-fill in Black. GFT. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original
box. Cartridge included.

$235

151 Montblanc 1997 144 Solitaire Cartridge/converter-fill in Barley Vermeil (gold-plate on sterling silver). Fine nib. A
bit of brassing to the gold-plated band at the upper lip of the gripping section, otherwise near
mint. Converter included.

$250

152 Montblanc 1978 Slimline Noblesse Ball Pen - Fountain pen set in in Silvexa (matte stainless steel).  Uses Private
Reserve M300 series or Pelikan 338 refills. (I am told there are also rollerball refills available
which fit perfectly, but I cannot confirm this).  New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer
sleeve. Refill included.

$250

153 Montblanc 1978 Fountain Pen for above set. Rhodium-plate, medium nib. Converter included. Set

154 Montblanc 2006 142 Meisterstuck Solitaire cartridge/converter-fill in alternating Gold-plate and Black Enamel
Panels. The enamel striping is wider in the middle and narrower at both ends, providing a very
Art Deco look to the pen. 2-tone, 18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original silk lined box
with papers and outer box.

$275

155
156

Eclipse 1925 #8 (6 size nib) LF Set in Woodgrain plastic. GFT. Correct warranted nib (medium, flexible).
New-old-stock. Pen still with its original label. Mint in original box with instructions (both a little
threadbare).Twist-activated pencil.

$275



157 Montblanc 1955 Model 24 PIF 3-Piece set in Black. GFT. Visualated barrel. Medium/fine, semi-hooded nib. Near
mint+ in hinged leather snap case.

$275

158 Montblanc 1955 Model 29 button-activated Ball Pen for above set. Set

159 Montblanc 1955 Model 25 repeater Pencil for above set. Set

160
161

Wahl
Eversharp

1943 6$4 Fifth Avenue LF set in Black with 6$4 factory imprinted on both 14k caps. Martin L. Strauss
bought the shaky Wahl Co. in 1939 and by the early 1940’s, with their sponsorship of the radio
show “Take it or Leave It,” both the phrase “The $64 Question” and the Eversharp Company
were on the map. Strauss sold tens of millions of dollars of Skyline and Fifth Avenue pens & 
sets. It’s believed that the few of these pens which have solid gold caps factory imprinted “6$4”
caps (like this example) were not sold but were awarded as prizes on the radio show, and are
extremely rare. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with guarantee. Repeater pencil. 

$275

162 Nettuno 2011 Tridente cartridge/converter-fill in Coral Pearl Red. CPT. Medium nib.  New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers, ink, converter and outer box.

$300

163 Monte Rosa 1936 Model 122 LF in Black. Duofold Sr. Look-a-like. NOT A MONTBLANC! A separate and distinct
German manufacturer of high quality pens, located in Zurich, Switzerland. The owner, Fritz
Dimler, had to change his company name after years of legal battles with Montblanc.  These
pens are extremely hard to find and collectible. Extra-fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with
instructions and guarantee. Wonderful and colorful graphics.

$300

164 Stipula 2001 Etrunia Alter Ego #6736 cartridge/converter-fill in Orange with Burgundy Veins. Sterling silver
trim, including the repousse cap band. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers, felt
pouch and outer box. 

$300

165 Aurora 1952 88P PIF in Black with Gold-filled "Fully Pinstriped" cap. Semi-hooded nib (wet, medium/broad).
Visualated barrel with perfect pinstriping. “Teardrop” clip with black enamel in center. Slanted
cap top. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. 

$300



Mint in Box Pens & Pencils - Listed by Price - $301 to $500

166 Delta 2000 Dolcevita Stout Collection #2618 cartridge/converter-fill in Orange Pearl with Black Cap. Sterling
Silver repousse band. Platinum-plate trim. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original bok with
velvet pouch and papers. Converter included. 

$325

167 Parker 2006 Duofold Centennial cartridge-converter-fill in Pearl & Black Streamlined. GPT. Medium nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in original box with outer box (one water stain on cover).

$350

168 Montblanc 1991 146 PIF in Black Precious Resin. GPT. Blue visualated barrel. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint
in box with barrel label.

$350

169 Krone 2006 Metaphor BF in Bordeaux (Red Pearl Marble). Sterling Silver trim including the repousse cap
band. 2-tone, 18K medium nib. Mint in box with papers and outer box.

$350

170 Conway
Stewart

1951 Le Tigre 540 LF in Red, White, Blue, Green, Orange and Purple random pattern (incredible) and
Back ends. GFT. 
The Le Tigre line was produced only for Belgium, Netherlands and Luxemburg and are quite rare
and sought after by collectors. Fine, flexible nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box.

$375

171 Omas 1950 556/s PIF in Black. Visualated barrel with perfect pinstriping. Extra-fine, semi-flexible nib. New-
old-stock. Mint in original box with papers.

$400

172 Montblanc 1992 146 LeGrande PIF in Precious Resin. This example from just before unification of East and West
Germany. GPT. Visualated barrel. Medium/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with papers.

$400

173 Montblanc 1999 161 Meisterstuck 75th Anniversary Ballpoint Pen in Black. GPT. Diamond mounted into the cap-
top bezel. New-old-stock. Mint in box with CD, “Placido Domingo’s Operalia ‘98 A Tribute to
Passion and Soul,” papers, and white outer sleeve. 

$400

174 Montblanc 1990 146R LeGrande PIF in Bordeaux. GFT. Visualated barrel. Broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box.

$425



175 Montblanc 2002 Boheme “Platinum Line Big Size” cartridge/converter-fill in Black.. Rare model, also called the
“XL.” The Platinum Line came in 3 sizes, this being the largest and rarest. Platinum plated trim
and nib. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with outer box (no papers). List $750.

$425

176 Sheaffer 1936 Lifetime Balance Large set LF in Green Striped. GFT. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box
(inside of box a bit threadbare).

$450

177 Sheaffer 1936 Twist-activated Pencil for above set. Set

178 Waterman 1915 552 LF in Smooth 14K Solid Gold. User Grade: while the pen looks great when in your hand,
examination with a loop reveals some wear and a few minor dings. Barrel engraved “FOH.” But a
wonderful user with it’s fine, extra-flexible nib. Comes with it’s original box with instructions.

$500

179 Montblanc 1990 149 Meisterstuck PIF in Black. GPT. Last year of the “split ebonite feed” and first year of the bi-
color 18C nib [double-broad, perhaps even triple-broad]. Near mint+ in original box.

$500

180 Omas 1990 Extra Faceted Rollerball in Golden Arco (beautiful celluloid!). GPT, included the wide “Greek-
Key” center band. New-old-stock. Mint in original box. Refill included.

$500

181 Parker 1988 Duofold Centennial Set cartridge/converter-fill in Marbled Blue. GPT. 2-tome 18K medium/broad
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in rare original form-fitted laser engraved wooden presentation box.

$500

182 Parker 1988 Cap-activated ballpen for above set. Set

183 Montblanc 1996 149 PIF in Black Precious Resin. GPT. Visualated barrel. Medium/broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint
in original box with ink bottle, papers and outer box.

$500

184 Danitrio 2010 Densho eyedropper-fill in Blue Urushi on Ebonite (hard rubber). Artist signed on the gripping
section. GP clip. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers and outer box.

$500

185 Tibaldi 2005 Modello 60 PIF in Striated Green Pearl and Blue. GPT 18K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in
original box with papers and outer sleeve.

$500



Mint in Box Pens & Pencils - Listed by Price - Over $500

186 Montblanc 1991 149 PIF in Black Precious Resin. GPT. Visualated barrel. Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with barrel nib size label and ink bottle.

$525

187 Conklin 1927 Endura Sr. Set in Sapphire Blue. Set off beautifully with inlaid red rings. GFT. Extra-fine nib. Some trim
brassing, otherwise near mint in box.

$550

188 Conklin 1927 Twist-activated pencil for above set. A few minor scars near the top noticeable with a loop. Set

189 Montblanc 1949 144 PIF in Black Celluloid (pre-injection molded Precious Resin). GFT, Visualated barrel with perfect
pinstriping. 2-tone, medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in box with instructions.

$550

190 Nakaya 2010 Portable Writer Urushi over hard rubber cartridge/converter-fill in Kuro-tamenuri which appears black but is
black over red allowing the red to show through at the edges and elsewhere, as time goes by. Hand made
and takes three to six months to complete. Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint in velvet lined wooden box. The box
does not have any papers, the fabric pouch nor the Japanese writing on the cover.

$550

191 Montblanc 2005 146 Meisterstuck LeGrande Wedding Pen PIF set in Black. GFT, except for the bulbous center cap bands in
14K. Each center band unscrews so the inside can be engraved. Visualated barrel. Medium nib.
New-old-stock. Mint in original gift box with outer sleeve and papers.

$600

192 Montblanc 2005 142 Meisterstuck Classique Wedding Pen cartridge/converter-fill for above set. Medium nib. New-old-stock.
Mint. Converter included.

Set

193 Montblanc 1992 146S LeGrande Solitaire PIF in Sterling Silver “Barley” Pattern. Much rarer than the “Lined Pattern!
Visualated window. Medium/broad nib. Cap indicia engraved “M.A.T.” Near mint in original box.

$650

194 Conklin 1918 #2 Crescent-fill in gold-filled "Filigree" on Black Hard Rubber. Cap with 3-leaf design on one side and indicia
on the other. Indicia engraved in script with two initials." Fine, flexible nib. Near mint in original box.

$700

195 Waterman 2004 Serenite Rollerball in Black #05814). Solid Silver trim. Curved like a bow. New-old-stock. Mint in original box
with outer box and papers. Refill included.

$500

196 Sailor 2014 King of Pen cartridge/converter-fill in Marble (woodgrain) Ebonite (hard rubber). GPT. 2-tone, 21K medium
nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box with papers, ink bottle, outer sleeve. Converter included.

$750

197 Conklin 1918 #2 Crescent-fill in gold-filled "3-Leaf Filigree" on Black Hard Rubber. Medium/fine, flexible nib. Signs of ink
inside the cap, otherwise near mint in original box.

$750



198 Conklin 1918 #2 Crescent-fill in gold-filled "Filigree" on Black Hard Rubber. Cap with 3-leaf design on one side and indicia
on the other. Fine, extra-flexible nib. Indicia lightly engraved in script, "WTD." Near mint in original box.

$825

199 Montblanc 1955 146 PIF in Black Celluloid (pre-injection molded “Precious Resin”). First year model, with the flat feed. GFT.
Visualated barrel. Double-broad nib. Some wear to the window pinstriping (all still there), otherwise near
mint+ in original box with instructions, guarantee and some other papers. Inside of box has some ink stains.

$900

200 Parker 1975 Prototype 75 cartridge/converter-fill in Sterling Silver Crosshatch (Cicele) with RED between the squares,
rather than black! Also with prototype dimpled tassie ends (not introduced until pen production moved to
France in 1980). Comes in a prototype box produced by Panoramic Corp., which produced boxes for Parker.
The box was presented to Parker as a possible box for 75s, but not selected. Date approximate. “66"
(medium) nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original prototype box. Also pictured as a prototype on ParkerPens.net:
http://www.parkerpens.net/parker75.html

$900

201 Parker 1929 Duofold Sr. Streamlined BF in Mandarin Yellow. GFT. New-old-stock. Perfectly correct and very rare, factory
replacement Duofold barrel How do we know? The barrel is factory dated third quarter 1937 (long after
Duofold production ended, other than spare parts). Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint in original box.

$975

202 Parker 1970 T-1 cartridge/converter-fill 3-piece set in Titanium. GFT. A short lived model, as Parker discovered that it cost
them more to make than their selling price of the pen! They eventually used up the caps and barrels for the
Parker 75, which didn't require the complicated titanium integrated gripping section and nib unit.
New-old-stock. Mint in original box  Also has the original “The T-1" paperwork and the rare nib adjustment
tool! Converter included.

$1100

203 Parker 1970 Cap-activated Ball Pen for above set. Refill included. Set

204 Parker 1970 Cap-activated Repeater Pencil for above set. Set

205 Montblanc 1955 146 PIF in Black Celluloid (before Montblanc switched to injection molded “Precious Resin”).
GFT. Visualated window with perfect pinstriping. Medium, flexible nib. New-old-stock. Mint
in“Tortoise” box.

$1100

206 Pelikan 1991 M910 Toledo 6A/53 PIF in Black with Sterling Silver “Toledo” overlay. Packaged in the rare
“Travel Ecritore” (writing desk), a miniature of the writing desks with its many compartments used
in 1800's Europe. 2-tone 18K medium nib. CPT. New-old-stock. Mint in box with pen box, writing
desk, ink bottle and papers. Only 1000 pieces made.

$1200



Modern Pens - No Box

207 Pelikan 1992 New Classic P381 cartridge/converter-fill in Crago-Blue Lacque. GPT. High quality pen made from 1992
to1995. Pelikan introduced this thinner pen to compete with other manufacturers (*i.e., MB Slimline,
Noblesse, Quickpen, Parker 180) but were too late to the market. 2-tone, 18K broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$100

208 Montblanc 1996 149 Meisterstuck PIF in Black. GPT. Tri-color, fine, 18K nib. New-old-stock. Mint. $400

209 Montblanc 1996 146 Meisterstuck Traveler LeGrande cartridge/converter-fill in Black. GPT. Two-tone, medium-fine, 14K nib. I
can convert the pen to accept a piston converter, but then it is non-returnable.

$250

210 Montblanc 1992 162 Meisterstuck LeGRande Solitaire Rollerball in Sterling Silver Pinstriped. 18K GPT. I’m going to call this
user grade due to surface scratches noticeable with a loop (all too small to be noticeable during use). Will
polish on request. Excellent.

$350

211 Montblanc 2010 166 Meisterstuck Document Marker in Black. GPT. New-old-stock. Mint. Refill included. $125

212 Pelikan 2008 Souveran M800 PIF Demonstrator in Clear Acrylic. GPT. Two-color, extra-fine, 18C nib. New-old-stock. Mint. $450

213 Sheaffer 2000 Intrigue “White Shark” 612 cartridge/converter-fill in Blue Stencil & Chrome plated satin finish on brass.
Features a unique filling mechanism which allows refilling without opening the pen, by simply turning a knob
at the bottom end of the pen. CPT. Inlaid 14K fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint. Converter included.

$200

214 Visconti 2002 Van Gogh Mini cartridge/converter-fill in Transparent Tortoiseshell Resin. Highly transparent cap and barrel.
Rhodium-plate trim. 14K broad nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$150

215 Visconti 2004 Van Gogh Maxi cartridge/converter-fill in Green Musk (Yellow & Green for a Jungle like feeling). Also called
Maxi Green. This is the second version which has a screw cap (first version used a special locking
mechanism). Cap and barrel both semi-transparent. Rhodium-plate trim. 14K fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint. 

$195

216 Visconti 2002 Van Gogh Demonstrator Maxi cartridge/converter-fill in Crystal (transparent Acrylic). Very hard to find,
especially mint. 2-tone, 14K medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$300

217 Waterman 2005 Phileas cartridge/converter-fill in “Amazon Green”. Very rare today. Two-tone, gold-plate nib (medium).
New-old-stock. Mint.

$35



Vintage Pens - No Box

218 Aurora 1942 Novum Faccettata 12-sided Medium LF in Red Pearl Web (beautiful). The lever is on the bottom
of the pen. This model was made in three sizes - this is the middle size. GFT. “Aurora 3 585 ct.”
Medium, triple-flexible, right-oblique nib (shaped like left foot). Soldier clip. Near mint+.

$950

219 Carter’s 1927 Model 5125 LF in Sapphire Blue. GFT, including the “Rocker” clip. Fine nib. Near mint. $375

220 Columbus 1930 “Extra 98” spoon-fill in Brown Cream, also called Mahogany. GFT, including the three cap bands,
include the wide guilloche middle band. “Columbus 585 Extra 154" fine, semi-flexible nib. Fitted
with a silicon sac. Near mint+ (could be new-old-stock). 

$1750

221 Conklin 1932 Symetrik Medium LF Set in Green Pearl. GFT. Medium, italic nib. Near mint. $300

222 Conklin 1932 Twist-activated pencil for above set. Set

223 Conklin 1926 Endura Sr. LF in Sapphire Blue. Set off beautifully with inlaid red bands. GFT. Medium nib. Near
mint+.

$500

224 Kaweco 1939 Dia 87 PIF in Silver Marble. GFT. Visualated barrel. Wartime, gold-plated, fine nib. Metal logo
coin on the cap top. New-old-stock. Mint.

$275

225 Kaweco 1939 Dia 87 PIF in Green Marble. GFT. Visualated barrel. Wartime, two-tone, gold-plated nib. Metal
logo coin on the cap top. New-old-stock. Mint.

$275

226 Kaweco 1939 Dia 87 PIF in Red Marble. GFT. Visualated barrel. Wartime, gold-plated nib. Metal logo coin on
the cap top.  New-old-stock. Mint.

$275

227 Kaweco 1939 Dia 87 PIF in Blue Marble. GFT. Visualated barrel. Wartime, medium, gold-plated nib. Metal logo
coin on the cap top. New-old-stock. Mint.

$275

228 LeBoeuf 1932 #4 LF in Silver Pearltex (gorgeous). GFT. Medium, flexible nib. Has the unusual fluted clip! Near
mint

$550



A Page of Vintage Montblanc Pens (other vintage Montblancs can be found in the lists by price above)

229 Montblanc 1924 4B Octagonal Safety eyedropper-fill in BHR. Cap imprinted “Mont///Blanc” and has the rare sterling Silver
Snake accommodation clip. Medium, right oblique nib. New-old-stock. Mint. Unrestored. 

$800

230 Montblanc 1930 30 Masterpiece Push Knob fill in Coral Red (rare color). GFT. Extra-fine/fine nib. Some imprint wear,
especially to the middle, but still fully readable, otherwise near mint.

$1750

231 Montblanc 1946 246 BF in Coral Red (rare). The largest size in which this model was made. GFT. Medium nib. Near mint. $800

232 Montblanc 1950 672 Pix repeating pencil in Green Stripe with Gold-filled cap in pinstripe panels pattern. Made for the Arab
market: the top of the repeater button is solid black (no star). Very rare! Near mint.

$350

233 Montblanc 1950 244 PIF in Black. Visualated barrel. GFT. Medium, oblique, italic nib (shaped like left foot). Near mint+. $275

234 Montblanc 1950 246 PIF in Grey Striated. One of Montblanc’s most beautiful celluloids! GFT. The largest size in which this
model was made. Near Mint + (could be new-old-stock). Two available: (1) Medium, flexible nib; (1) Fine nib.

$1750

235 Montblanc 1955 216 Button-fill in Black (much rarer than the piston-fill model). The largest size in which this model was
made. GFT Medium/fine nib. Near mint. 

$400

236 Montblanc 1955 Model 24 PIF in Grey (rare). Visualated barrel. GFT. Semi-hooded nib. New-old-stock. Mint with original
barrel nib size label (“EF”). The Model 24 in other than black is very rare. I’ve had a few Burgundy through
the years, but this is the first Grey I have had.

$300

237 Montblanc 1956 262 PIF in Black. GFT, including the unusual Die Cut cap band with the “V” decoration. Visualated barrel.
Medium nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$250

238 Montblanc 1960 149 PIF in Celluloid. Early production, while Montblanc pens were still being hand made by master
machinists (prior to the introduction of injection molded ‘Precious Resin’). Outer two cap bands are sterling
silver, otherwise GFT. Visualated barrel window with vertical lines all there but some wear). User grade pen
with two-tone fine, flexible 14C nib, solid ebonite feed and slightly shortened cap lip (otherwise near mint).

$2000

239 Montblanc 1971 320 PIF in Black. GFT. Visualated barrel. Semi-hooded nib. Extra-fine/fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint with
original barrel nib size label.

$200



A Page of Vintage Parker Pens (other vintage Parkers can be found in the lists by price above)

240 Parker 1905 16 eyedropper-fill in BHR with Gold-filled “Filigree” overlay. Parker’s best selling filigree pen. 3# “Keyhole
vent” nib (fine, flexible). Near mint++. It would be hard to find a nicer example.

$750

241 Parker 1928 Duofold Sr. BF in Mandarin Yellow. One of the hardest colors to find in good condition.  George Parker got
the idea for the color from a cloisonne vase he bought in Japan.  His initial name was “Imperial Yellow,”
which was first changed to “Chinese Yellow” and then to “Mandarin Yellow.” GFT. Broad nib. Near mint.

$1200

242 Parker 1931 Duofold Sr. Streamlined BF in Burgundy (Red Marble). GFT. Just a touch of imprint wear at the center,
otherwise near mint. Extra-smooth, medium nib.

$400

243 Parker 1940 Vacumatic Jr. In Golden Web. GFT. The largest size this model was made. Fine nib. Near mint+. $350

244 Parker 1939 Royal Challenger BF in Golden Herringbone. GFT. Medium nib. Near mint+. $400

245 Parker 1948 Vacumatic Major in Blue Laminated. GFT. Two-toned, fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint, with far above average
barrel transparency.

$200

246 Parker 1948 Vacumatic Debutante twist-activated Pencil in Blue Laminated (Canadian manufacture).  GFT. Near mint+ $75

247 Parker 1950 Parkette Hopalong Cassidy Ball Pen in Black. Very rare - manufactured for less than one year! Remove the
cap to access the writing point. Bust of Hoppy on the cap top and his signature on the barrel. Engraved guns,
horseshoe and steer on the polished chrome cap. If you are my age you grew up watching Hoppy every
Friday afternoon! This was Parker's first ball pen, preceding the Jotter by several years. Original refill (dry, of
course). Near mint.

$110

248 Torelli/
Parker

2002 51 Vacumatic-fill in Banded Red & Yellow with 1/10 16K gold-filled factory cap (alternating pinstriped and
plain panels). Manufactured by master pen maker Brad Torelli, and comes with his lifetime guarantee. Broad
nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$750

249 Parker 1970 75 Presidential cartridge/converter-fill in 14K Gold. Ex-fine nib. New-old-stock. Near mint+. Converter
included. Buy with matching ball pen below at $1900.

$1500

250 Parker 1980 75 Presidential cap-activated ball pen in 14K Solid Gold. New-old-stock. Near mint+ in original velvet and silk
lined box with felt pouch, papers and outer sleeve. Buy with matching pen above at $1900.

$500



251 Sheaffer 1917 #2 LF in BHR with gold-filled overlay in “Filigree” pattern with some intricate hand hammering. Very rare and
beautiful! Fine nib with a tad of flex. Near mint+

$375

252 Sheaffer 1922 2 LF in Sterling Silver “Hand Engraved Vine” pattern (beautiful!). Deep, crisp engraving on a very fine
pinstriped background. Fine, semi-flexible nib. Near mint.

$750

253 Sheaffer 1922 3-25 Flat-top in Black. GPT. The 3-25 was Sheaffer’s lower price point alternative to their White Dot lifetime
guaranteed pens. Fine nib. Near mint.

$150

254 Sheaffer 1925 3-25 Flat-top LF Thin in Deep Jade with Black ends. GFT. Beautiful color! Fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint. $200

255 Sheaffer 1925 3-25 Flat-top LF in Cardinal (rare color). GFT. Broad. New-old-stock. Mint. $300

256 Sheaffer 1933 3-25 Balance LF Vest Pocket in Blue & Black with White Veins. Beautiful color! GFT. Fine nib. Near mint. $175

257 Sheaffer 1933 Lifetime Flat-top Large in Deep Jade (mint color). GFT. Fine, italic nib. New-old-stock. Mint. $400

258 Sheaffer 1941 “Defender 1000" LF in Golden Striped. This is the larger of the Defenders (the smaller is the “Defender 500")
. GFT. Made for use with military uniforms with its over-the-top "soldier clip," designed so the pen doesn't
stick out over the shirt pocket. 2-toned, fine/extra-fine nib. Nr mint.

$175

259 Sheaffer 1959 PFM Snorkel Touchdown-fill in Blue with Polished Chrome cap with GFT. Minor surface scratches noticeable
with a loop, and the smallest dent in one of the cap corners, otherwise near mint. The very savings grace is
the double-broad, oblique nib!

$400

260 Omas/E.E.
Ercolessi

1930 Serie 50, Model 54 LF in Ivory with Brown Veins. GFT. In the 1930's Ercolessi had their “house pens”
manufactured by Omas. At first these were stock pens, but later were in celluloids unique to their store (such
as this one).  Medium-fine nib. New-old-stock. Mint.

$1400

261
262

Pelikan 1937 101N Emege PIF set in Cobra. The barrel imprinted "Emege," representing Pelikan's licensed Portugese
distributor, who so signed all the Pelikans he sold so he didn't need to repair under warrantee any pens he
did not sell. Rarer model with NP trim. Original  4-chick logo. Fine nib. Green celluloid visualated barrel. near
mint. Button-activated repeater Pencil.

$1600



263 Pelikan 1937 100 PIF in Grey Pearl. Green visualated barrel. GFT. Medium/broad, semi-flexible nib. Near mint. $550

264 Postal 1925 Reservoir Large Bulb-fill in Black. Long barrel window and large ink capacity. Sold mail order. “Postal Pen
14K” medium/fine, semi-flexible nib. Near mint+

$250

265 Soennecken 1954 111 Extra PIF in Rose Wood (Bronze) Herringbone pattern. The largest size in which this model was made,
and a rare color. GFT. Fine nib. Near mint+.

$1250

266 Wahl
Eversharp

1929 Oversize Deco Band Personal Point LF Jade. GFT. Fine nib, signed “Flexible.” Rollerball clip. New-old-stock.
Mint color and condition, and fitted with a silicon sac. You’ll never find one nicer.

$750

267 Wahl
Eversharp

1929 Oversize Deco Band Personal Point LF Green & Bronze. GFT. Rollerball clip. Medium/fine, signed “Flexible”
nib. Near mint+. 

$550

268 Wahl
Eversharp

1934 Doric Silver Seal Vacuum-fill in Silver Pearl Web. NPT. Fine, flexible nib. Rare model, with owner’s signature
factory embedded into the facets on the back of the cap (“Martha M. Blecha”). Visualated barrel. Near mint.

$275

269 Wahl
Eversharp

1935 Oversize Deco Band LF in Black. Late Depression era production, when originally sold without the “Personal
Point” section (screw-in nib-feed-collar assembly), with a “Warranted 14K” nib, and with a small drill hole in
the “Double Checkmark” emblem. Many of the Warranted nibs, like the one in this pen, were since replaced
with the more desirable “Gold Seal” nib. Medium/fine, “Gold Seal Eversharp Maniflex” nib. Near mint.

$450

270
271

Wahl
Eversharp

1936 “Coronet” LF Set in Gold Filled with inlaid red “Pyralin” windows in both the cap and barrel. Wahl’s most
highly Art-Deco pen design. Visualated barrel. Fine nib, with automatic “shut-off valve” built into the gripping
section, designed to cut off the ink flow when the pen is capped. Near mint. Button-activated repeater pencil

$1100

272 Waterman 1913 #0514 VP COIN-FILLER in Gold Filled “Filigree” pattern on BHR. A very, early pre-lever filling mechanism
offered by Waterman for a short time during 1913-14. Comes with a special “coin” meant to be kept on the
user’s key ring. Extremely rare, other in terms of size and of filling mechanism! Fine, flexible nib. User grade:
cap & barrel rubber both with oxidation; barrel imprint wear (not fully readable); barrel bottom hard rubber
edge with two dings. Comes with its original Waterman filler-coin. 

$450

273 Waterman 1930 32 LF Combination Pencil-Pen in Black. NPT with correct GF nozzle. Pencil unscrews to reveal eraser and
lead storage. Cap screws onto pencil end when pen is in use. Medium/ fine flexible nib. New-old-stock. Mint. 

$500

274 Waterman 1931 92 V LF in Turquoise (Blue & Bronze). Rare model, in a rare color! GFT. Fine, flexible nib. Near mint+ $250


